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             was woken up early one morning by the             baaing, the              mooing,               was woken up early one morning by the             baaing, the              mooing,  

 the             oinking, the              neighing and  the              quacking. “What is going  the             oinking, the              neighing and  the              quacking. “What is going 

on” thought              . “I wonder if there is a problem on the farm”. He rushed into on” thought              . “I wonder if there is a problem on the farm”. He rushed into 

the yard and the             neighed “Quick             , one of the             has lost its              the yard and the             neighed “Quick             , one of the             has lost its              

              .              drove quickly to the field. “Hello             , I have come to help you                .              drove quickly to the field. “Hello             , I have come to help you  

find your find your              . “Where did you lose it?” One of the other lambs said to              ,              . “Where did you lose it?” One of the other lambs said to              , 

“We were “We were skipping and jumping in the long grass by the hedge and when we skipping and jumping in the long grass by the hedge and when we 

turned around my friend the              had gone.”               drove over to the long turned around my friend the              had gone.”               drove over to the long 

grass where the lambs had been playing and asked everyone to be very quiet. grass where the lambs had been playing and asked everyone to be very quiet. 

They listened carefully - the soft ‘maaa’ sound of a              could be heard.              They listened carefully - the soft ‘maaa’ sound of a              could be heard.              

looked around in the grass and drove along the hedge, “maa, maa” he heard again looked around in the grass and drove along the hedge, “maa, maa” he heard again 

and there, to everyone’s delight, was the             .  When they had been skipping and there, to everyone’s delight, was the             .  When they had been skipping 

and jumping the              had jumped into the hedge and got stuck.  The  and jumping the              had jumped into the hedge and got stuck.  The  

baaed, the              mooed, the              oinked, the             neighed and the               baaed, the              mooed, the              oinked, the             neighed and the               

quacked. “Well done              ” they said. “You have saved the day”.  quacked. “Well done              ” they said. “You have saved the day”.  
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